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addresses illlpact _of, Mc.Carthyism 
Lawrence College, spoke at . . 
length on the continuing legacy d1sappomtment; while some 
o~ ~cCa,rthy for journalists and st?dents. fo1;1nd. the .address 
citizens today. He related per- stimulatmg m its straightfor-
sonal experiences, .such as his ward ~resent~tion of a con-
own fear of being victimized by t~overs1~ subJect, others were 
McCarthy's tactics of un- d1sa~pomted hr the.lack .of ex-
tensive analysis they felt the 
career on Senator McCarthy 
warrants. Bayley touched on 
various points of comparison 
between the McCarthy era and 
today' s political climate, but 
never really developed any deep 
movies and a television "docu-
drama." But Bayley did not 
develop 1 the important point 
that the reason so much of the 
witch-hunt atmospliere of the 
early fifties has been laid all on 
McCar~hy is that he is a conve·-
went on to illustrate the climate 
of fear in two stories, one per-
sonal, the other about former 
Lawrence and Harvard presi-
dent, Nathan Pusey. 
When McCarthy accused 
Pusey of being a "rabid anti-
-~ . 
insights into the issue. 
"Joe McCarthy never had a political program, he never 
tried to start an organized movement, he never wanted to 
be President. He was never a man on a white horse. He 
never even got rich . It could have been.worse." 
nient scapegoat, a screen from 
the guilt that most Americans 
and their institutions . must 
share. 
~IST_ ED BAYLEY and President W arch. 
Bayley told of an informal 
"man-in-the-street survey on 
the Berkeley campus " he 
directed his students to 
prepare. Of the more than 200 -
people interviewed, most were 
able to corrrectly identify Mc-
Carthy . But beyond this 
rudimentary knowledge, many 
were grossly misinformed 
about the nature of the man and 
his influence. The survey deter· 
mined that the source of this 
misinformation was the 
popularization of the era in 
Bax_ley was able to convinc-
ingly conveY, the network of at-
. titudes and presuppositions 
which dominated American 
society in McCarthy 's clay. "In 
1952," Bayley pointed out, "it 
was l=! big deal to be accused of 
being a Communist, even if you 
were nothing like a Communist. 
The mere accusation could 
cause people to avoid you." He 
.anti: communi s t '' Pu s ey 
discovered that the implica-
tions of this · judgment were 
painfully far-reaching. The 
forces McCarthy stirred up 
were " terrifying"; invitations 
to Pusey to speak around the 
midwest "stopped all at once," 
and though Pusey was not per-
manently injured, the McCar-
thy strain had spread even to 
his own hometown. 
Photo: B eetle 
substantiated, indiscriminate 
allegations, and attempted a 
comparative analysis · of the 
political situation in the edriy 
1950's and today. 
- Reactions to Bayley's speech 
ranged from appreciation to 
Bayley himself was victimiz-
ed to an extent by the specter of 
continued on page two 
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Aotographer c(lptures · 
l.1JP,tality in El Salvador 
ffie~pus Life Chatauqua 
~tinued this week with 
Phllt!i~journalist Michael 
~ t1arrative sijde presen-
the ci.Yil war _in El 
.. · A free lance ·· 
pher distributing his 
work from New York, Mr. 
Keene has handled similar sub-
jects m Northern Treland, 
Nicaragua, Cuba and Africa. 
The ~9tographs shown in 
Rivemew Lounge on the even-
ing of the 17th were the results 
of fifte6n · days spent in the 
Repu.b'lic of El Salvador and 
repreaent only a small portion 
of the body of work compiled 
during that time. · -
Mr. Keenf s presentation was 
an effective, if · necessarily 
unsettling one, ranging from 
painful ironies to painful 
,truths. The goal of his Central 
~~ expedition was not so 
much to capture the horrors of 
war--a,metbing he had done 
acctll'.Jtely enough in 
Ni~-but to trace the 
W&f..~ its J'OOts; to discover why 
~ has dragged on at an in· 
~ expens11 in human life 
~ W~ the United States per· 
mats in sending military aid 
after ~ _appeal and brutal 
death of Archbishop Pedro 
Ro~, I. 
B~ with simple urban 
·~~~ D,larket - scenes, the 
P""l§y'traiJbs reve¢ed the exag-
gerat.ed ext.ent to which the ir-
relevant American cultu~e has 
'!>een allowed to insinuate itself 
lllto Balvadoran life: scenes of 
street merchants hawking com· 
~ P}'Oducts whose uses 
..,..¥ often do not· know and 
9i:i:iatecl-peddlers selling foam 
ni ~ helmets in a co\lll· 
and brutalized by 
trife, were' an ugly il-
of ex.plojtative 
~ intercession 
ey Day, there 
r next week, 
's final is-
on Friday, 
"Banana Republicanism: ·• 
Mr. Keene's photographs 
constituted a vividly represen-
tative statement on the current 
style of El Salvador. From the 
heavily fortifire estates of "the 
56 families," who control the 
vast majority of the nation's 
wealth, to the cardboard roofed 
ovals of its numberless poor, 
the.presentat ion was never less 
than gripping. 
The violence now destroying 
the tiny r e public has 
degenerated from the initial 
government reac~io~ to _gu~rilla . 
uprisings, to md1scnmmate. 
slaughter of the populac~. 
Curfew breakers are customari-
ly .beheaded by the brutal ~a-
cienda Policia, rhe special 
security force which protects 
the estates of the wealthy. 
Villagers accused of collabora· 
tion with guerillas are forced to 
go through a sordid cerem~:my 
in which they kiss the flag m a 
gesture of dedication. They are 
then, customarily, executed. · 
Pictures also included the ef-
forts of a mission, sponsored by 
the Cleveland archdiocese, 
whose twenty five m_embers 
have maintained a futile, yet 
cou.rageous sanctuary. The 
resilience of the people in s~ch a 
hopeless - and senseless s1tua· 
tion is ·truly remar~a~le as 
evinced by their contmumg ef-
forts . to build some sort of de· 
cent life amidst the constant 
chaos t)lat is EI-Salvador .. 
After defying President 
-Reagan' s demand that he not 
visit Central America, Senator 
Long of Louisiana _returned 
from meetings with the 
American Ambassador and 
with the figui:ehead Salvadoran 
president, with the recomJ:?en· 
dation that we discontm~e 
military aid to El Salvador. It is 
the prolonged involvei:nent ?f 
the Unjted States m this 
tragedy, described ?Y one ~i;~ 
essman as "a Vietnam 
gr . ,, that allows the un· 
we can win, - . . 
wanted and unjustified carnage 
to continue. It is doubtful that 
James Monroe had such . a n:-
. -al di ace in mind when e 
tion s~ . di doctrine penned his gui ng 
over 150 years ago. 
\ 
Security _on campus bolstered 
by Chris Matheus 
"Revision of the security 
policy at Lawrence is called for 
in light of the all-too-numerous 
incidents which have threaten-
ed the safety of 
students._''-LUCC 
So read the operun:g sentence 
of the LUCC Security Recom-
mendation Report submitted to· 
the administration in the fall of 
1980. The i980-81 academic 
year which followed possessed 
its share of " all-too-numerous 
incidents" , even as new securi-
ty measures were being taken. 
,,:i' 
\· ,, .. -.,: 
Dial ex. 6606 for Campus Security. 
What about the current securi-
ty policy? Can students feel 
personally safe and secur~ 
within the Lawrence Commuru-
ty? -
Last fall Rich Agness, Dean 
of Campus Life, created a draft 
for a new security policy as the 
first step in combating the 
many existing security pro· 
blems. Hi's proposed system 
was approved, with minor 
alterations, by LUCC and came 
into legislation later first term. 
Major . aspe~ts ?f the new 
security policy included the 
locking of outside dormitory 
doors, the improvement of ~he 
campus security force, the ~m-
p Je men ta ti on of ~ecunty 
Awareness and Whistle-Stop 
Programs, the ?rganization _of 
an escort service. an~ an in-
crease in campus lighting. . 
Campus Life has been active-
! working to turn the ~rop~sed 
Y curity plan into a reality since 
~:fore the end of first term !~st 
Working from the prermse year. 
that the security of the campus 
'd s wi"thin the minds of the res1 e 1 students, "you are on y as 
secure as you feel" , Campus 
Life has been striving to change 
the attitude of the campus 
through enhanced security 
awareness. 
A major step towards cam· 
pus wide security awareness in-
volved bringing the existing 
problems to the surface where 
administrators and university 
planners, as well as students, 
could see ,the real need for con-
cern. The . actions of several 
students involved with . the 
Analytical Studies Committee, 
LUCC, Campus Life Advisory 
Board and the Security 
Awareness Committee focused 
enough attention on the subject 
to warrant a significant in-
crease in the University's 
budget for security policies. 
More importantly , however, 
was the eff€ct that this increas-
ed publicity had on the level of 
student and administrator 
awareness. As a result most of 
the · proposed revisions have 
been implemented over the last 
ten months. 
Last year several of the 
dorms elected to lock their out· 
side doors at night, but without 
a common key for all the dorms 
many Lawrentians, in addition 
to the unwanted intruders, were 
denied access to these places 
after 12:30 a.m. The introduc-
tion this year of the 'Star' key, 
which was made available to all 
students and will open any 
dorm, provides the member~ of 
a dorm the option of havmg 
their hall locked while &till 
allowing students possessing 
the star key to enter. The doors 
are locked each night by a 
security guard between the 
hours of midnight and 7:00 a.m. 
All of the dorms except 
Brokaw have voted in favor of 
locking the doors. By providing 
the house councils with the op· 
tion of locking their doors the 
administration has placed some 
. of the responsibility of main-
taining campus security in the 
hands of . the students. Em-
phasis on the student's role in 
campus wide security is in-
dicative of the philosqphy 
behind the adopted security 
policy. 
This summer the Physical 
r 
Inanimate object. 
Phutu: Tom Ski,wer 
Plant, in addition to installing 
the common key cores, erected 
several outdoor lamps in 
selected locations about cam-
pus and changed the old sodium 
light bulbs to brighter mercury 
bulbs. The original security 
recommendations for lighting 
improvements requested the 
addition of at least ten outdoor 
lamps. The Physical Plant in-
stalled one light between Orm· 
_ shy and Stephenson -and one 
light between Youngchild and 
Sampson House. The ap-
pearance · of additional lights 
continued on page four 
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A small Fortune 
For the second consecutive year, the universi~y .food se~vice 
will be closed during a portion of the Thanksgivm~ hoh?ay. 
This decision, arrived at by joint action o! FoO? SerVI~e Duec-
t Bill Fortune and Vice President for Fmanc1al Affairs MaJ'· 
;: Wrolstad comes as rather a surprise to the t~ee hu?<;ired 
Lawrentians who enthusiastically signed protestmg pet1t1ons 
this year and when the same policy was emplo_y_ed over the ex-
tenaed weekend at this time last year. . . . . 
It is unclear whether any factors besides simple t1ght-
fistedness are behind this decision, although .re~son would sug-
gest that there is not. Although a strong maJont}'. of Lawren~e 
students do manage to make it home for the holiday, there 1s _ 
still a substantial number who are stranded on campus due to 
considerations of distance, finance or academic demands. _The 
very suggestion that these stu?ents, afte.r $1500 room and 
board, should be denied meals 1s astounding to ~he a".erage 
mind. The average mind, however, is nowhere evident m the 
decision. ' . 
It does not seem overly presumptuous to contend that m 
matters so vitally effecting the student body that some so~t ~f 
public in-put would be appropriate. Despite the fact tha~ ~t 1s 
liable never to be acted upon, student responses were solicited 
on the question of the academic calend.ar. Althou.gh the Art. An-
nex decision was presented as something of a frut accompli the 
student outcry at the time seemed to have earned at least a 
reprieve for the building. On this particular issue, ho~ever - an<! 
a foolish one at that - the decision comes down as an irrevocable 
mandate. Something doesn't figure. . ' . . . 
Given, it would be a convenient windfall for the Umvers1ty if 
it were able to recycle the savings, but the action represents •. 
something of a breach of faith in university/student relations. 
Of all meals it seems particularly unlikely to'- cancel those 
centered around the Thanksgiving celebration, and the flat deci-
sion to do so illustrates an increasingly alarming tendency of 
the administration to dictate policy. That is, of course, its cen-
tral function, but there is much to be said for diplomacy, public 
relations and mutual respect. 
~ 
In Men,orium 
Joseph A. Schmitz, Milwaukee native and member 
of the class of 1985, died Friday, November 13. His 
dea t h has been tentatively ruled a suicide by the coun-
ty coroner. 
The funeral was held Monday morning in 
Milwaukee. A Memorial Mass was held · Tuesday 
evening at Marquette University High School, · which 
was attended by several members of the Lawrence 
community. 
.., 
On behalf of the entire Lawrence ,Community, we 
wish to extend our deepest condolences to Joe's family 
"-- and to those who knew him best. ....,j 
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Where does al~p!~~n~,??~!.~~h?~ 
To the Editors: 
'' Hello, Physical Plant? Ma~ 
speaking. About the smal 
houses the students love so 
much? Close 'em. And the P~0; 
posal of a closer gym? forget.it. 
Instead, have our new. school 
bus painted blue and white, J?Ut 
a cute little Viking on the_ side 
and hire the cheapest drivers 
you can find . Remember, school 
'em but fool 'em, heh heh! W~ 
only bave to look like we care. 
least a secont dent Of course sidering a $35,000 investment Jy every s u · . · , 
, ot to get that G .P.A. up in the ultimate m private educa. 
~e vebg t ldn't it be conve- tion. East House could have at first u wou · ted th · ien t if the gym were closer least been_ pam , at 1s,. if 
n t miles away? Oh, I Mar were to have been cons18• than wo · · hi t r f all 
t F . t it must be fman- tent m s recen sp ee o sm forgo . us , t· 
ciall convenient for Lawrence. house renova 10n. _ 
B t y · e a new gym _would be The campus never looked so 
u smffci·ci'ent why doesn't Mar spiffy, agreed. But only after a 
more e , . Id . . d ll h t· f' ut how Jong 1t wou mil110n o ar· _ rcnova 10n of 
~r:etoo pay for the gym with Main H~~· and the allocation of 
the savings in bus transporta· our tmt1on mone~ . for .the· 
"Right, Mar! " t . d heating costs? He benefit of the Administration, 10n an . I · f · 
· ht find it more convement to the p antmg o expensive Does it seem like Lawrence 
and Russia are in cahoots? 
Russia insists that its economy 
is immune to inflation. Mar 
Wrolstad knows ours is . 
Lawrence tuition is presently 
rising faster than.the rate of in-
flation while campus pro-
grams, 'transportation services, 
salaries informative lectures, 
convoc~tions and other services 
have hardly increased. Where 
does the money go? Not toward 
anything the students request. 
Not towards the new gym. 
:~ financially beneficial to the shrubbery, '.111d to- the _cos~ly 
University after all. task of m~t1culously mamtam. 
R ti popular student ing the c;hic campus grounds. 
ho =~:n fa.'cilities were closed W?uldn ' t the number. of 
\1 g h t students ' physically and mentally active, down, muc o · f h · 
d . Th all houses were incommg res 1p.en mcrease 1smay. e sm . tt t· 
costly and heat-inefficient, yet with a. more a rac 1ve sports 
L t ·11 owns them atmosphere at Lawrence, and awrence s 1 · · . ? Ch k 
Before the Administration thus, mcrease !evenue._ ~ 
d · Ra ' ond House was on it Mar, and 1f you still think move 1n, ym · h t l k 
· ht! and heat- shrubbery 1st eway ogo, oo 
uns1g Y d th · · inefficient-but since they work at your stu ents, eir ~-
there now, boy is it keen, terests,_ and take a poll. See .1f 
renovated inside and out, land- recen.t mterest and ,success m 
The new, on-campus gym· 
nasium I am talking about sym-
bolizes and exemplifies one of 
the students' hazy hopes for the 
future. Physical fitness is at 
d · ted roofed and certrun sports hasn t . sparked scape , pam , , - f 
with new siding, gutters, and that long lost . sense o com-
air conditioning. What a coin- munal strengt!_l. 
'd I I'll bet that really A new gym or the expected c1 ence. . , ·. ? h ted 
brightens prospectives op1- gyp· Expect t e expec - · 
-ANDY SC~MIIYI' 
Tregerto treat on Sunday . 
. petition in Warsaw and was a Andre Watts ·Duo, which has 
Violin. virt11.o~o Charles founding member of the played to sold-out ll_~uses 
Treger Will be JOmed by two Chamber Music Society of Lin- throughout the country.His ap-
Lawrence University faculty coin Center. He has appeared as · pointment as artistic ·adviserto 
·members a?d ~he fi~st soloist with many of the coun- the conservatory will bring-hiin 
Lawrenc~ Umvers1ty . Inv1ta- try's major orchestras and is to Lawrrence for three one-week 
tional Strmg Orchestra ma con- half of the Charles Treger- visits each year. 
cert Sunday, Nov. 22, at 2 p.m. 
in Lawrence Memorial Chapel. from page one 
The concert is free, and the 
public is invited to attend. 
On the firs.t half of the pro-
gram, Treger and Nancy An era remembered 
Messuri, instructor of music-at McCarthyism. He was attacked 
the Lawrence Conservatory, in an Appleton Post-Crescent 
will perform the Concerto for editorial as "some · kind of 
Two Violins in A minor; by An- subversive because· I wrote for 
tonio Vivaldi. They will be ac- The New Republic" and called a 
companied by 35 selected high "pseudo-liberal" by the paper. 
school string players from the As a result, he was requested 
Fox Valley, Madison and by his paper, The Milwaukee 
Milwaukee and members of-the Journal, not -to write for The 
Lawreiice Symphony Or- New Republic under his own 
chestra. These two groups com- name, ·and he didn 't. 
prise the Lawrence University These illustrations in his ad-
Invitational String Orchestra. dress helped to resolve what 
Under the direction of Bayley called an "attitudinal 
Carlton McCreery, the or- difference" between those who 
chestra also will perform the lived through the years in 
Brai'idenburg Concerto No. 3 by which McCarthyism flourished 
J ,S. Bach and "Variations on a in this country and those who 
Theme by Thomas Tallis" by were too young. They served to 
Ralph Vaughan Williams. accomplish his purpose of em-
After intermission, Treger phasizing the danger of forget-
will be accompanied by Pro- ting the McCarthy era, yet shed 
fessor of Music Theodore Rehl no real light on the underlying 
in a performance of causes of the era, or its possible 
Beethoven's "Kreutzer" sonata reincarnations in our day. 
and in three other selections. When Bayley did confront 
They are 'Fritz Kreisler ' s the questions of the differences 
· "Schoen Rosmarin, " "Romance between the institutions and at-
. sans Parole et Rondo Elegante" titudes of our day and those of 
by Henryk Wieniawski, and the McCarthy era, and the 
"Six Rumanian Folk Dances" possible recurrence of a 
by Bela Bartok. demagogic witch hunt, he mere-
The Sunday concert ..Fill be ly hinted at answers without 
Treger's first public app~arance providing real depth. "Neither 
at Lawrence since his appoint- the- political climate nor the ' 
ment in September to the new needs of politics are the same as 
position of artistic adviser to in the 1950's, :' Bayley said. He 
the Conservatory o! Music. He pointed out that in 1950, the 
has been conductmg master . Republicans had been out of 
classes wit? Lawrence strin~ party for twenty years, and 
_ students this week ~nd on Fri- their leaders were perhap'l:i more 
d~y and ~at1;1-rd~y WIII re.hearse willing to pursue, or at least ac-
with the IIlVI~tional stn.ng or- quiesce to, McCarthy's tactics. 
chestra and with M~s~~r1. In addition, Bayley noted the 
Treger has b~n VIs1ting·pro- difference in the coverage of 
fessor of mus!c !'1-t La.wrence politics by the various media 
each year begmrung -With the has in some ways safeguarded 
1.974-76 sc?ool Yl;Elr· He was the the country from a recurrence 
first Amencan wmner of the In, of McCarthyism 
ternational _ Wieniawski Com• · 
ferhaps Bayley's most in-
triguing point concerned the 
difference in the attitude of the · 
American people. _ "1981 is 
nothing like 1951," he said. 
"We do not blame one another 
for the dominance of Russia in 
eastern Europe, nor for the rule 
of the Com~unist Party in 
China. No Repub}tcan- claims 
that the unfortunate, · unloved 
Jimmy Carter betrayed the 
country to our enemies." But as 
to why this attitude has 
flourished in America at one 
time or another, or why McCar-
thy was its product, and not its 
cause, Bayley provided no real 
answers. 
Finally, Bayley asserted that 
Mc-Carthyism coul-d not 
flourish again because thhere 
will never be anot er 
demagogue like McCarthy. We 
were lucky, Bayley said, that 
McCarthy was a man of 
"limited ambition. Joe McCar-
thy mwer had a political pro-
gram, he never tried to start an 
organized movement, he never 
wanted to be President. He was 
never a man on a white horse. 
He never even got rich. It could 
have been worse,_" 
Bayley's address told McCar-
thy' s story well, · yet failed to 
plumb the depths of an era that 
has had many parallels in our 
history, and in others'. ,Indeed, 
in 1815 and 1816, after the 
restoration of Louis XVIII in 
France, the dominant figure in 
a parliamentary committee set 
up to try those suspected of col· 
laborating with N~poleon was a 
returned emigre named Count 
Robert Joseph Mc~, • 
attained quick but fl.• 
notoriety as a rabid 
subversives. Plus ca 
REL.A.)(_ ! WE BELIEVE IN A 
MIND- BROAt>E.NING, LleERAL 
EDlJ<:ATIONiTOO. 8VT WHERE 
WOU~D You BE I~ WE 
DIDNT DECIDE WHAT'S 
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Shuttling in the new era 
by Trimble (ABM) of yesterday could never 
The tremendous success of do-completely neutralize the 
the space shuttle Columbia has . "threat of ICBMs. Monopoly of 
prompted the greatest amount such a system by either power 
of discussion concerning the would radically shift the 
spai:e program since Apollo. balance of power. 
· The superhuman job done by A U.S. monopoly of such a 
N,!\~J\ _ l;ias b!;len ju,stly system, however, would be 
a~owledg~d, , but the . key more dangerous, for it would be 
issue of space exploitation has much more destabilizing. This 
been lost in a cloud of ignorance is because the U.S. monopoly 
and anti-defense rhetoric. would be more theatening to 
The fundamental issue is the the U.S.S.R. than a U.S.S.R. 
military implication of having a monopoly would be to the U.S. 
"space truck." The shuttle's in- A larger percentage of the 
credible potential for improving Soviets ' nuclear force is in the 
human life should not hide the form of ICBMs. The Soviets do 
dangers a mill~ exploitation not have cruise missles, nor do 
of space·could bring. The U.S. is they . have thirty pe'rcent of 
now capable .of embarking on a their nuclear arsenal carried by 
militarization of- space (i.e., aircraft. The diversification of 
deploying weapons and not just the U.S. military under the 
satellites) that would alter the triad defense plan guarantees 
balance of power so drastically the U.S. an adequate deterent 
that the Soviet Union would be force without its ICBMs. On 
forced to take drastic action. the other side I cannot imagine 
The greatest threat to a ieater threat to the Soviet 
balance comes from the Union than the sudden ob-
possibility of deployment of solesence of its nuclear defense 
laser weapons· in space. Such arsenal. 
weapons are . currently being The Soviets' awareness of 
developed in both the U.S. and this threat to their ICBMs is no 
the U.S.S.R. One U.S:-plan cur- doubt largely responsible for 
rently being examined calls for their intensive killer satellite 
' t~ deployment of roughly program. This program is ex-
thirty7five laser equipped plat- tensive and well developed. 
forms by 1994. The tremendous Though quite alarming, killer 
significance here is that a laser satellites can be countered (by 
weapon based on a platform in deploying backup satellites 
space !'ould be capable of that are not activated-and are 
:allisestroymg an intercontinental thus not detectable-until need-
. tic missle · (ICBM) as it ed) and are not as serious a 
enters space. Roughly a hun- threat to peace as the deploy· 
dred such platforlJ}s could do ment of laser weapons. 
what the anti-ballistic missles The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. ....... ____________ _ 
.... --------------· ·-- - - ---.. -.r..: 
ii=" DAMHOW'S 1 
- . E ' RESTAURANT l 
I. . T~.a 13!Wdt :; 
· -6'Wtt VOWJCeltf' .:I 
2 blocks from Campus :I:~ 
-------.r.r111-
find themselves at a critical 
juncture. They can either opt 
for a full militarization of space 
and take a step toward Ar-
mageddon or agree that space 
ought to effectively be kept a· 
de-militarized zone. 
Space technology not only 
creates these new threats to 
. peace; but also provides the 
possibility to st,op and even 
reverse the current spiral to 
nuclear annihilation. An agree-
ment to make space a de-
militarized zone coupled with 
the shuttle 's incredible ability 
Gould possibly revitalize 
detente. in SALT I and II the 
major objections concerned the 
meaningfulness of a treaty that 
lacked reliable verification pro-
visions. The ability of the shut-
tle to carry larger payloads 
means that bigger and better 
cameras can be put into orbit. 
These cameras could help verify 
Soviet compliance to almost 
any weapons treaty. --
The technological achieve-
ment of the shuttle is like every 
·great technological achieve-
ment in the past forty years. 
Technological power, be it com· 
munication, atomic, or com· 
puting, can be used for both 
good and evil. For man to ad-
vance beyond the limits he has 
imposed on himself through the 
threat of nuclear destruction, 
he must first decide to limit his 
technological advances to 
humane causes. We failed with 
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News in Briefs 
MOSCOW-Pre~ident Leonid Brez_hnev gave a grim report 
Mond_ay on th_e Sov_1et economy, telling the nation that food 
supplies were_ its primary economic and political problem. He 
agam ~i_nphasized that national defense ,was adequate to rep~! 
any military threat. 
*** . 
L_ONDON-West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, ex-
pressmg c~>ncern over U.S. statements on nuclear war in 
Europe, said he ~oped t? arrange a meeting between President 
Rea~an and Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev. In an interview 
P.ubhshed Monday, Schmidt said he wanted the two to meet 
and understand from each other that the other guy is not a 
warmonger." 
. *** 
WASHll".l(?TON_-Ri~king a fight with Congress, the 
Rea~an. admm1strat1on 1s going ahead with a plan to sell 
sophist~cated co~unications satellite equipment to an Arab 
consortmm that mcludes Libya and the Palestine Liberation 
O_rganization, sources said. The plan is expected to revive the 
kind of debate that accompanied the administration 's sale of 
AW ACS pla~es to Saudi Arabia. 
*** 
WASHINGTON-Venezuelan President Luis Herrera 
Campins arrived here Monday for three days of talks that will 
f?cus in part on the proposed sale of 24 advanced ·F-16 jet 
fighter planes to Venezuela. The $600 million sale would mark 
,the first United States introduction of such sophisticated 
weapons in Latin America. 
*** 
LONDON...:...Northern Ireland Protestants Monday 
threatened to form a force of 40,000 armed vigilantes and make 
the province "ungovernable." Protestant anger was aroused by 
the murder Saturday of the Rev. Robert Bradford, a Unionist 
member of the British Parliament. 
*** Sen. Teddy Kennedy, who has no Secret Service guard, will 
be accompanied by heavy security when he arrives in town 
Tuesday, an FBI, source told INC. The FBI in Buffalo, N.Y., 
received a phone threat agai11st the Massachusetts Democrat 
.and the message was relayed to Chicago. Kennedy has hired the 
local-Aegis Service, Ltd., securityagency, headed by former 
Chicago Secret Service chief Kenneth Giannoules. Kennedy will 
be here for a fund-raising affair for his Senate campaign spon-
sored by the real estate Jerry Wexlers and the Merchandise 
Mart Thomas Kings. Thirty-five couples are expected-at 
$2,000 a coupie. 
*** 
-Dolly Parton is coming to the Holiday Star Theater Feb. 
16-19. Tickets go on sale Wednesday. 
-The many wives of John Derek are featured in January's 
Playboy. There are four of them, including Patti Behrs, Linda 
Evans, Ursula Andress, and Bo-You-Know-Who, and why do 
they all look the same? 
-Sandra Day O'Connor, the first female Supreme Court 
justice, will be joined in Washington by her husband, John 
O'Connor III. He'll work for the capital law firm of Miller & 
Chevallier, where ·a spokesman reports O'Connor won 't have 
much reason to appear before the high court. 
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PABST 
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TO 
F-IND OUT WHAT SERVICES, 
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS AND 
QUALITY PRODUCTS WE HAVE TO 
MAKE YOUR PARTY A SUCCESS. 
I • 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL: 
Chuck Keller or Randy Daul 
x6852 3rd Floor Plantz 
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Phi Beta Kappa 
·Lawrentian takes hono 
Stowe, President of the lectures are given _by f.«CgI 
by Stacey Schmeidel always something 
In a final attempt to make up special-don 't miss this chance 
for the inactivity of the first six to hear Lawrence's newly-
weeks of the term, the Conser- _appointed artistic advisor and 
vatory this week continues its world-class violinist in the 
busy schedule at breakneck .Chapel Sunday afternoon. 
speed, featuring two student The Lawrence University 
recitals, an Artist Series con- Brass Quintet-Robert Levi 
cert, a special performance by and Larry Darling, trumpets, 
Charles Treger and a specially Kurt Dietrich, trombone, Laura 
selected string orchestra, and Kimball, horn, and Jill Wagner, 
two ensemble concerts. tuba-will make yet another ap-
Because things have been pearance in Harper Hall Mon-
busy, this reporter inadvertant- day, November 23 at 8:00 p.m. 
Jy omitted the name, of page- The quintet will perform 
turner Bruce .Melchert from Thomas Weelkes ' Centone No. 
last week's article. Sincerest VI, which will be followed by 
apologies, Bruce. the Brass Quintet by Merrill 
Where will Beth Halloin, Bradshaw. Following intermis-
La urie Semmes, John sion the group will present the 
Stuligross and Greg Keihl · Parable for Brass Quintet by 
(Lawrence University 's French the renowned Vincent Per-
horn section and . all-around sichetti. The recital will close 
good guys , whose names were with Joseph Horovitz' Music 
omitted from Sunday 's or- Hall Suite. 
chestraprogram-I'mso_rry,you To keep you on your toes, 
guys) be Friday night at 8:00? there will be a General Student 
At Beth's Senior recital, in Recital this week. Baritone 
Harper Hall, of course. Kevin Meidl and accompanist 
Assisted by pianist Marty Terry Olsen will usher in the 
"Rabbit Ears" Butorac, Christmas season with · two 
Trumpeters Elizabeth Coyle, arias from Handel's Messiah. 
John Carlson, and Todd Pianist Bonnie Lelou will then 
Schievelbein, Tom Vincent, perform Chopin's:.. Nocturne, 
trombone, and Mark Herzing, Op. 9, No. L The recital, as <lid 
tuba. Beth will perform works this year 's first two, begins at 
by Dukas, Poulenc, Saint- 11 :10 Tuesday morning in 
Saens, and Ewald. Follow the Harper Hall. 
crowds to Beth's recital and see - There will be more good jazz 
just how stunning Beth looks in when the Lawrence Jazz Lab 
her Jong red skirt! Band and the Lawrence Jazz 
Charles Treger has arrived at Workshop Band play at the 
Lawrence, bringing with him· Union Tuesday night. The 
various master "classes, formal groups will present works by 
and informal performances, and Thad Jones and Ray Brown, as 
40 high school string players well as arrangements by Sam-
who will present a concert Sun- my Nestico, Nelson Riddle, and 
day at 2:00 in the Chapel. ;rhese other:s. Come see Tom Vincent 
outstanding high school musi- and Lynn James conduct a 
cians, conducted by Carlton band-the fun begins Tuesday 
McCreery, will join soloists at 8:00! 
Charles Treger and Nancy Now, at last, the answers to 
Messuri in Vivaldi's double con- last weeks ' unanswered ques- · 
certo for two violins. They will Wms: Craig "Fingers" Cowley 
also perform Bach's familiar enjoyed Sunday's orchestra 
Brandenburg Concerto No .3 concert so much that' he was 
and Ralph Vaughan Williams' left speechless. Freshman 
Variations on a Theme by Frank McKinster did remember 
Thomas Tallis. Following inter- the repeat in the Mozart, thus 
mission, Theodore Rehl will ac- saving himself from utter 
company Mr . Treger in humilation. and embarrass-
Beethoven 's Kreutzer Sonata ment. Mike Allen borrowed a 
and several Romantic pieces. ..tie for the' performance, and it 
Mr. Treger 's performances are complemented his Abe Lincoln 
beard nicely. 
[!om page one 
by Suzanne Pontow 
On Monday, November 2, 
elections were held to choos~ 
the new members of the P~1 
Beta Kappa honorary Fraterm· 
ty . On November 12, seven 
seniors were initiated into the 
group. They are: David Arnosti, 
Frederick Bartol, Linda Kay 
Berger, David Knopp, Carrie 
Kuehl, Kimberly Peterson, and 
Elizabeth Carter Wills. Jane 
Sprinthall was also elected, but 
will not be initiated ,until spr-
ing, due to her absence from 
campus. 
Phi Beta Kappa is an honor 
society whose primary interest 
lies in recognizing and en-
couraging academic achieve-
ment. It is a widely known and 
. respected group and to be 
elected as a · member is to 
receive the highest of honors for 
academic excellence. There is 
no set G.P.A. as a prerequisit~ 
for membership, but scholastic 
achievement does provide the 
basis for selection. No more 
than 15% of a graduating class 
can be elected, and of this l 5 % , 
all must be liberal arts majors. 
The Phi Beta Kappa . .fraterni-
ty was founded in 1776 at The 
College of William and Mary. 
Since then it has grown to 231 
chapters. Lawrence chartered 
as the Gamma Chapter of 
Wisconsin in 1913, and in 1941 
proceeded to · merge with the 
Delta Chapter of Wisconsin 
· (Milwaukee-Downer) to form 
the Gamma Delta chapter of 
Wisconsin. 
Through the Lawrence 
chapter, several awards are 
presented · each year. Twice a 
year, faculty (who also belong 
to the Phi Beta Kappas), elect 
the Lawrence seniors to receive 
the honorof Phi Beta Kappa 
distinction. This occurs .in the 
first and third terms. Freshmen 
Scholarships and awards con-
sisting of the Lawrence College 
Freshman award for a male, 
and the Downer College 
Freshman Award for a female-;-
are presented· to those two 
freshmen with the highest 
G.P.A.'s . The winners are 
awarded engraved rosewood 
and silver bookends, made by 
Professor Purdo, and these . 
bookends are passed down to 
the proceeding winners each 
vear. · According to Professor 
Security awareness enhanced -
will have to. wait until the ad-
ministration feels security pro-
blems warrant such action. Un-
til then, campus lighting will re-
main as is. 
Up until this year a single 
security guard had been 
employed by the Physical Plant 
to patrol the grounds at night. 
The job of this night watchman 
, was to "prevent fires, make 
sure academic buildings were 
locked, report vandalism 
answer distress calls and check 
storm damage." Under the cur-
rept security system an addi-
tional guard is employed bet-
ween the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 
1:00 a.m. The sole responsibili-
ty of this guard is· the personal 
security and well being of 
Lawrence students. Both 
guar?s are hired through a pro-
fes s1onal security agency. 
These guards, however, are not 
armed and do not have the 
aut_hority to arrest anyone; the 
?olice should be called (ext. 911) 
m the event of a serious matter. 
An escort service was 
organized last year by the 
Security Awareness Commit-
tee. It was comprised of 
volunteers from each of the 
dorms and fraternities. The list 
of volunteers was posted . in 
each of the dorms as well as in 
campus buildings. Since the 
Security Awareness Committee 
was an adhoc committee, they 
no longer exist and the concept 
of an escort service has been in 
limbo sfoce the end of last year. 
The responsibility of this 
aspect of the revised security 
p~licy no~~ falls upon Ca~pus . 
Life, which will either ask 
LUCC to form a permanent 
escort service committee or 
organize one~ of its own, 
presumably before the end of 
first term. · 
The Whistle Stop program 
became effective third term of 
last . year primarily through the 
actions of the Security 
A"'.'areness Committee. Under 
this continuing program 
whistles are made available t~ 
all students requesting one. 
The _whistle is intended-to be us-
ed m the event of personal 
~ssault _or circumstan_ces requir-
1~g. assistance. LUCC has pro-· 
h1b1ted the blowing of a whistle 
o~ campus for any other reason: 
y1olators of this ruling are sub-
Ject to a $50 fine and possible 
J-Board action. · 
A~cording to C~pus Life, 
making students aware of the 
existence · of these security 
measures and informing them 
what actions to take in the 
event of a threatening situation 
still remain as the most impor-
tant factor in ensuring 
Lawrence of a safe environ-
ment .. J?ean Agness is currently 
compiling a security awareness 
pamphlet, hopefully to be 
issued next term, which is in-
tended to· accomplish at least 
part of this goal. 
There always exists a prac-
tical _limit ·to the amount of 
S!!cunty that a university can 
be expected to provide. Yet cir-
cumstances will still present 
. themselves for which the cur-
Fent. security measures aren't 
eqmpped to handle. Dean 
Agness maintains that the pre--
sei:it security system · is well 
~mted to the university due to 
its flexible nature. In the event 
of a potentially serious security 
problem the campus security 
force could immediately be in-
creased and, if necessary the 
'.'\PPleton police could be dalled 
m .}0 cooperate. He stresses, 
however, that the- only means 
that Campus Life has to 
become aware of an increased 
?eed for security is through the 
mput of students. · 
• 
Lawrence chapter, a cash members. The first lecture~ 
scholarship is awarded to th~t place on November 18 junior of outstanding academic presented by 'Pro.fes , 
performance who "bes~ ex- Hanisch af the Physics d aor 
emplifies the ideals of Phi Beta ment. La.wrence is in &tore~ 
Kappa " . several· more of these .or 
In 1952, a sponsored public ' teres.ting presentations in t1:; 
lecture series was founded by future. 
the Lawrence chapter. These 
Youth op_ the Bridge 
" It 's not your typi~al _war_ br~at~ ?Wa~ from his evil 
story, where the enemy 1s killed Reich~ mev1table destruction 
and you 're glad ... " remarked by AlliJd arms. We experience 
John Kuehl: whose· ~erman the conflicts ':'~ loyalties in 
class is readmg The Bndge of these seven families; we learn to 
Manfred Gregor. The German understand the boys' ~esire to 
department will show the film become her(!_~S for their 
adaptation by Bernhard Wicki fatherland; we fearfully realize 
(in German, with subtitles) next the_ senselessness of their 
Moriday, November 23rd at desire; a}!d we watch helplessly 
7:00 and 9:00 p.m. in Stansbury while their youthful drearnsare 
Theatre. crushed by the -b!1Jtal reality of 
The Bridge tells the story of a death and defeat. 
group of sixteen year old Ger- The Bridge / is unique: 
man boys, who, in their other war movie iilvolves 
misguided ideali~m. hope to this one does, in the batt 
stop the advance of the the minds waged bet 
American army by following a children and thek__pai'en 
call from the local German the privacy of average ho 
military commander to defend Nazi Germany. 
the only bridge over the river " On the one_ hand you 
dividing their small home town predate these boys relati 
in the rolling hills somewhere in to their parents and frien 
southern Germany. the other you s~e that their 
The film takes us into the are mad.:.senseless". was 
homes of the seven teenage reaction of German assi 
boys-fully twelve years after Regula Vitt, who-had seen 
Hitler's rise to power and but a film 'in school. 
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·Band ~d;rowns. in Sea 
byJeffWisser . of alienation from an irrational 
"You can say what Y<;>U lik~ modern society. But one gets no 
long as yau can carry 1t off, real sense of this . Characters 
reciareS Louise Rafi- in ·Scene explode, but one has no idea 
four of Edward ·Bond's " The who or what lit the fuse. And 
Sea," . Unfortunately neither- eventually, as it becomes clear 
Bond nor the cast and crew of that these are abstractions and 
1,awrence University's produc· not authentic characters, we do 
tion of th'e play are able to real· not care. 
1 "carry it off." Those involved in this pro· y One cannot lay too. ~uch duct!on have no~ done enough 
b]alDe on the cast. Th!s 1s a to clear up Bond s chaos. Direc· 
college production, - featuring tor Fred Gaines has not blocked 
several newcomers to the his cast with constraints of the 
1,awrence , stage, and their thrust stage in mind. Too often 
material here is absolutely lines are lost in the backdrop or 
Campbell Scott ~nd A~n Rei tiff _ 
abysmal. 
Bond's' play is a collection of 
theatrical moments tied 
together very loosely when tied 
at all .The ylaywright has 
foregone such necessities as 
plot and character develop· 
ment, and opts instead to simp· 
ly wear his bare nerve endings 
on his sleeve. we ar.e given 
what are -.intended to be ex· 
plosive scenes, but it is drama 
without antecedents or ex· 
planations. At times this dis· 
jointed collection of scenes 
seems as if it were designed as a 
primer of "big scenes" for bud· 
ding young actors. It is a group 
of conflicts for conflict's sake 
with no clear.connections. Bond 
seems to delight in producing 
grot.esque drama and grizzly 
humor merely for...shock value. 
"The Sea" is allegedly con· 
cerned with the cripling effect 
-Avon 
BEYERL Y RUSCH 
District 574 Sales Manager 
Avon Selling Can Help 
You Earn Money For College 
· FLEXIBLE HOURS HIGH $$$ 
Call M~. Rusch at 734-0078 
ffe-·4'. 
~ 
action takes place outside the 
audience's field of vision. Other 
- times -lines are virtually inaudi· 
ble, or delivered with a lack of 
conviction. And while it is a no· 
ole attempt by Gaines to have 
his . cast speak with various 
British accents, it is often also a 
vain attempt. 
There are also serious pro· 
blems with the lighting and 
sound and, in Act I, a set of an· 
noyingly distracting scene 
changes :which never fail to in· 
terrupt any continuity present 
onstage . . 
Still there are a few outstan· 
, ding efforts here. Designer 
Richmond Frielund's set is 
wonderfully barren _and moody; 
Mary Hargrave's costumes too 
are often on target. As for the 
cast, ,Matt McCutcheon plays 
liis Evans with fine simian 
precision. Greg Mierow's ·vicar 
is also a delight while Libby 
Olsen puts in an hilariously 
well-drawn cameo as Mafanwy 
Price. Anne Retiff and Camp· 
bell Scott also have a few 
strong moments. · 
These triumphs, however, 
cannot overcome the myriad 
flaws in Bond's script._ Conse-
quently, what are presented on 
the Cloak state are a number of 
efforts, some very convincing, 
to make sense where there is lit· 
tie sense to be made. Perhaps-
one can, as Louise Rafi stresses, 
" say what you like as long as 
you can carry it off." In Fred 
Gaines ' production of "The 
Sea", however, this point is not 
proven. 
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Bandits steal .' -, Bandits'' 
by Jeff Wisser 
'.!'here is a certain 
schizophrenia to Time Bandits 
th~ new film by Monty Pytho~ 
ammator Terry Gilliam. At 
times it seems as though 
Gilliam is not sure whether he 
is making a film for adults or 
for the whole family ; whether 
he is creating a more structured 
piece, or a collection Pythones-
que fragments . ,But the film is 
saved from this ambivalence, 
redeemed by some charming · 
perf<l-rmances and some 
beautiful set pieces. 
Time Bandits is the story of a 
young boy who encounters six 
ren:~gade midgets who work for 
the Supreme Being. These craf· 
ty little fellows- have stolen a 
map from their employer whil!h 
enables them to travel through 
time, .robbing everyone from 
Agamemnon to Napoleon. Fur-
ther complications arise from 
the desires of both the dwarves' 
·boss and the Evil Genivs to get 
the map. 
- "Bandits" is essentially a 
family film which could succeed 
on that level without some 
brutal slapstick gags which are 
incongruently inserted. We see 
an assistant to Robin Hood, for 
instance, who cold clocks the 
poor as they receive riches from 
the Pirate of Sherwood Forest. 
Or we watch in shock as young 
Kevin 's parents are zapped 
from the universe for acciden· 
tally touching a chunk of con· 
centrated evil. But it would 
seem, based upon recent films 
like Raiders of the Lost Ark 
and -Superman II that criticiz· 
'ing films aimed at family . au· 
diences on the grounds of ex· 
cissive violence is an untenable 
-- -· :., "l ' .. 
· Gilliam's dwarves are a char· 
ming lot. Craig W arnoch, as 
young Kevin, is that ever-
elusive child actor: the un· 
precocious youngster. Cameos 
by John Cleese, Sir Ralph 
Richardson and Ian Holm 
, (,4 
U ~ ~ : ,.. '1',, ~ • .. '/ (°;'" ~~ ~ ~ • 
The "Time Bandits" rejoice 
position. Ultimately, such is the delightfully underscore the 
case with Time Bandits. satiric quality of the film. 
Despite the occasional Cleese's Robin Hood comes 
superfluous violence, across as a sort of bewildered 
"Bandits" is a very likeable mo- Prince Charles on a Sunday 
tion picture. Gilliam, cast and holiday. Richardson 's Supreme 
crew have infused this film with Being is a patient old man los· 
a certain amount of class and a ing patience. 
whimsical· sort of charm. While Time Bandits suffers 
Gilliam's special effects are un· from a seeming lack of identity, 
pretentious yet dazzlipg. The it is, finally, redeemed, its fine 
sets are marvellously rich. But acting, directing and writing 
best of al-I , the finely -set it apart as a fine little film. 
understated acting is superior. 
nd western, 
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Turkey Tribute,' 1981 
Gobblers on Parade 
. . . l I . tory the turkey remains a largely 
· · h · / ade to our natwna 11s • l · d by Despite the truly vital contnbutwn . t at 1_1 ias m obbler has been periodal :)' recognize 
unappreciated asset. A singu~rl?' American bird, the t,:rge1-.bre~s~j!tpopularity with the public at large. Asif-
men and societies of unusual insight, but has never ac ieve its g /'k to dedicate this modest space to a w_e 
special feature of this pre-Thanksgiving issue, therefor~ we{ rotd I ~ authentic of beef substitutes, best-w1th-
deserved and long overdue tribute to that most versat1 e o ,ow mos 
cranberry-sauce bird of them all . .. Mr. Turkey, take a bowl 
Talking T ui-key 
a satisfied tummy, too: All it 
will require is a little bit of im-
agination, a few ·staples, and an 
unknowing roommate's absent 
generosity to provide a 
by Robusti memorable Thanksgiving feast. 
This is directed to those of Invite · a few other refugees of 
you who are faced with the bit- the hearth and home and go to 
ter prospect of stayin? . at it. 
Lawrence over Thanksg1vmg. First off, there will be a few 
With that in mind you're no necessary items to procure: 
doubt wondering what you 1 small roasting turkey 
have to be thankful for. "Down- oyster crackers from Real 
wind" will be closed, and the Chili 
" comprehensive student aid popcorn 
package" has long since been choice of vegetable 
tapped dry. It's tough to cover 1 carton of Little Debbies 
the cost of a cup of coffee at 2 six-packs of Old Style 
the Grill, let alone a traditional tin-foil 
Thanksgiving dinner at one of In keeping with the tradi-
A pp let on ' s posh eating tional home-style ritual of 
establishments. If that's not Thanksgiving Day preparation, 
enough, after your roommate you'll have to rise early on 
has headed south to the 'burbs Thursday morning, no problem 
and mother 's home cooking, if you've been nursing at 8:30 
you'll be stranded here with a all term. Open a beer, clear off a 
thousand pages of reading, two desk and)ay out a large sheet of 
pitcher tokens and a packet of foil, double iaY_er. W~le the 
Mug-0-Lunch. Dismal, eh? popcorn popper 1s heatmg (con-
~1;., 
• ~ Iii~ -M. ':!4:lllbJ>I, 
. ll. 
e~ - : 
- :t...:....., - ' , f, 
- ~ '-
~'idci;- . ,,;-,;,, ~ 
If a Hardee 's chicken sand- ventional, not hot air) prepare a 
wich (definitely not the "best stuffing of crumbled oyster 
. eatin' all around " ) doesn ' t crackers and popcorn. Season 
sound like it will fill the void with salt and half of the leftover 
come Turkey Day, take heart, Mug-0-Lunch. A few dashes of 
there can be joy in Mudville and 0 ·1d Style will moisten the mix-
HEL)) MR. Tl)RKEY ESCAPE rROM THE B\JITTRBN...L 
NOT To RUN JNTh FRED, TttE CRF\2.El) fviEAT 
ture to a satisfactory consisten· 
cy. Place the bird on the foil, fill 
it with stuffing and tie off th~ 
legs. Wrap securely in the foil 
so that not a drop of the flavor· 
ful juices seep out all over the 
floor. Set the bird carefully on 
the heated popcorn popper 
plate and cover with your room-
mate's pillow-c11se to form a 
"roasting tent." Allow one hour. 
per pound of turkey and baste 
occasionally with more of the 
Old Style. It's advisable to 
baste yourself with a few of the 
icy brews also-a sort of sur· 
rogate cooking sherry. 
Next, drain half the water 
from the can of vegetables and 
dump the contents of the can in-
to one side of an ungreased 
folding backgammon board. 
Add a dollop of butter, salt and 
close up the bciar(J.. Wedge this 
"easy stea,mer" between a desk 
chair and the front of a pre-
heated radiator. The felt inside 
will absorb the extra water and 
you will have truly tasty veg· 
gies. Use the rest of the Mug-0-
Lunch fo make a terrific last 
minute gravy -and you'll be all 
set to enjoy ·a real abdominal 
assault. 
With " dinner in the oven" 
you can relax, work on a few 
more beers and wait for com-
pany to arrive. Just remember 
these three easy reminders 
about dorm cooking and you'll 
be a real holiday gourmet: 1) 
What 's your roommate's is 
yours, 2) nothing tastes that 
bad if you are really hungry, 
and 3) you just can't go wrong 
with cold canned beer. 
At Christmas I'll tell you all 
how to make nifty greeting 
cards with table scraps and a 
Xerox machine. 
m I , 
F ACTO~y . Bf. SURE 
rACK£R., o~ 'T11E 
TVRKc.Y LOAF fv\ACKINE !! (5DLUT10~ otJ f'A.GE .9') 
the word on the bird 
A few particularly perceptive 
individuals have seen fit 
through the centuries to com· 
ment on the _qualities of the 
grandilouent gobbler. Here are 
listed -the observations of two 
notable American commen-
tators: 
"I wish the bald eagle had not 
been chosen as the represen-
tative of our country; he is a 
bird of bad moral character; like 
those among men who live by 
•sharping and robbing, he is 
genenµly poor and often very 
lousy. -
The turkey is a much more 
respectable bird, and withal a 
true original native of 
America." 
-Benjamin Franklin 
"In short America is the land 
of labor, and by no means what 
the English tall Lubberland 
and the French Pays de 
Cocagne, where the streets are 
said to be paved with half-peck 
loaves, the houses tiles with 
pancakes, and where the fowls 
· fly about ready roasted, crying 
come eat me!" 
-William Byrd 
A citizen of the world 
What with t~e U.S. involve-
ment in El Salvador, the 
development of the neutron 
bomb and the A WACS con-
troversy, these are certainly 
patriotic times. Like any good 
American, you'll be anxious to 
discuss our unique advantages 
and special customs with peo-
ple of other nationatities you 
may , happen to meet . ." Now 




of turkeys? You won't get very 
far without adding that item to 
your international vocab. So 
here's listing of -10 foreign 












and the gods hacl 
dark meat ... "' 
The native Amerieans may 
~ot have ben much in com-
bating European technology, 
but they were no slouches when 
· it came · down to mythology. 
The Hopi,, for instance, a tribe 
with some moxy, had an 
especially clever cosmogeny in 
which we see our friend filling 
what would become a tradi-
tional role: 
After Utset slew Nowutset, 
first baringing war into the 
world, the people dwelt in hap-
piness for eight years- In the 
I).inth year, however, there were 
great floods and they were 
driven to the earth above to 
which they ascended through a 
reed. Ufset carried with him the 
stars in a sack; the turkey came 
last, and as he went the foam· 
ing waters touched his tail. 
which .to this day bears their 
mark. · 
THANKSGIVING DAY 
Over the river, and through the wood, 
To grandfather's house we go; 
The horse knows the way, _ 
To carry the sleigh, 
Through the white and drifted snow. 
Over the river, and through the wood, 
To have a first-rate play. 
Hear the bells ring, 
"Ting-a-ling-ding!" . 
Hurrah for Thanksgiving Day! 
Over the river and through the wood 
' Trot fast, fny dapple-gray! 
Spring over the ground 
Like a hunting-hound! 
For this is Thanksgiving Day. 
Over the river and through the ~ood, 
And &,traight through the barn-yatd gate. 
We seem to go : 
., Extremely slow.-
It is so hard to wait! 
Over the river and through the wood-
Now grandmother's cap I spy! 
Hurrah for the fun.! 
Is the pudding done? 
Hurrah for the pumpkin-pie! 
LydiaMaria 
Campus in ~riefs j 
portance of ERA Missionary work 
m the 1.5 / unratified states, that is 
taking palce before the June 30, 
1982 deadline for ratification. 
Thanksgiving_ W~r.ksh()p Essay Contest 
A "Bake a Thanksg1vmg.Decora- The Lawrentian staff is proud to 
'on Workshop'' will be held at the announce the renewal of last year's 
Atippleton Gallery of Arts on Sa!ur- popular essay contest series with 21 t f 1 t 3 the topical query; "Why I don't 
day November s ' rom O believe that Lawrence should ac-
, Instructor Jan Dallman will 
p.m.h childre~ how to make cept the great and well-deserved 
teac I h · d t bl honor of participating in the Divi-f grant wal angmgs an a e 
dra orations out of bread dough in sion III playoffs after months of 
ecmbination with spices\. and hard work which has allowed us to 
co I Ch'ld · field the best team in the universi-natural materia s. h 1 _ren m . 
ty 's history .. . " Essays should be no des one throug six are 
gwre~come. Fee is $4.00 ~all the shorter than 25 words, for we in-
89 t t tend to reward anyone actually Gallery at 73J-~O O regis er. willing-to pursue the issue, and one 
· NOW Interview would have to work awfully hard to 
The Fox Cities Chapter of the N?· dredge up a feasible argument for 
tional' Organization for Women ~s this idiotic notion . All those 
extending to local a~d area media :,arrow-minded and · pretentious 
the unique opp?rtumt~ for an ~x- enough to participate should send 
Jusive interview with Demse your half-baked entries to the 
~a'tyka, an ERA Missionary. . Lawrentian care of Professor Jules 
Denise is from Ste.vens P<;>mt, LaRoque by midnight, Wednesday, 
Wisconsin and has spent the past November 18. See ya. 
three months in, Utah, one ?f the fif. COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
teen unratified states, domg both SOUGHT 
door to door canvassing and speak- · Anyone interested in sitting on 
ing to public and private groups the newly formed " Committee for 
about the Equal Ri'ghts Amend- resu1J1e filling " is urged to submit . 
ment. After a brief rest in the Fox 
ill · .your applications as soon as possi-Cities area, she w agam resume 
ERA Missionary work in hie. Designed to promote brown-
Oklahoma, another unratified nosing sycophants desiring to 
deceive potential employers with a 
s~~se will relate from first hand plethora of seemingly worthwhile 
cepted if submitted along with a 25 
word essay explaining "why I like 
LUCC and why I feel that it is 
legitimate." 
Good Signs 
The Physical Plant is soliciting 
suggestions as to locations for ad-
ditional unsightly brown signs. 
Having run out of superfluous 
knick-knacks to play with, and har-
boring a strong aversion to actual 
improvement of functional 
facilities, the boys down at the 
plant be looking for something to 
help pass the time. Commented 
boss man John Moder, "Christ, if 
we don't find somethin' useless to 
do, we'll have to fix the Phi Delt 
ceiling before it collapses. Sure ya 
don 't need a sign pointing to the 
bus stop, er somethin?" 
Editors Vindicated 
After dining at Real Chili during 
a recent campus visit, an uniden-
tified prospective became ill while 
waiting for his campus tour. 
OOPS 
In regard to the kicker on the 
Guarneri String Quartet preview 
which indicated TONIGHT, we 
must admit a slight blunder. Not 
only was the performance not 
TONIGHT a week ago, it's not 
TONIGHT tonight. Its TOMOR-
ROW. Don't miss it. 
h involvements, the committee will INFORMATION ON ALAS-
experience how the people in Uta ' never meet and will deal with no OVERSEAS I t 
of which the majority are Mor- . KAN emp oymen . 
· issues of pertinence to university Excellent income potential. Call mons, reacted to the· ERA Mis- b 
sionaries. She will explain the im~---li-'f_e.......A_ll __ ap:.p:.l~ic_a_t_io_n_s_w_i_:ll __ e_a_c-_.;.(3_1_2.;.)_7_4_1_-9_7_8_4_. -----:-""'."'--
'frM f'il l.l~ HEY DOC BOB-Since when ANN D.-If that artic!Et is as 
I.I I.I I.I 1.J.. · Q~ - does (9/8N) '/2 = 1? damaging as it could be I 'II turn the 
mrarn~l'.f\~A!lft) The Sodium Girls negatives over to Ms. Warch. 
l.r"'!Ji.~~'U DR . LaROCQUE-1 don't MARTYR-Jammies? -God 
AND BEST OF LUCK to our understand your logic either. KARL'S WIFE was a capitalist 
boys on the basketball team! : -the man in the box dog! -Engels 
· -RahRah w ARNING: The Surgegn AT3 and BUB ... Have a wild and 
A QUOTE TO REMEMBER: General had determined that crazy weekend! Be good ... and if 
"I'mjust looking for Smokie." · SODIUM· is dangerous to your you can't be good, be careful! 
LYNN .MARIE-PQC, _ _right? health; . it causes high blood CandE 
Want;topulfaBFnextweek?Can't pressure. WHAT DO THESE people have 
waituntiltonight. C"G"RR WOMEN'S DECORAT1NG 
MBA-Where did you go that Club and Terrorist Society-It is 
night in Corfu??? Wondering, not a pretty sight: bring paper, 
Gilligan's gang streamers, and lights, and put the 
RC-Long distance personals are blenders on pulverize. WhopPer 
the next best thing lo being PHOTON-As you go whizzing 
there!!! , Belle Correspondance through outer space, don't forget 
about Wednesday night dinner A BOMB.:_Don't bomb your A 's. 
Book it Jtil the 12th and then we 'll club! 
go tip a few. · JOHN-You 're such a slut! 
- Sharon and Alison ORMSBYITES: Santa 's coming, 
and he's making his list tomorrow. QUOTE OF THE WEEK ... " he 
Are you ready? looked at me like "You're mad at 
TRB and EAB: A 'blau-face is in me and I don't know why" and 1 
LOVED it! " Good going S. You 
order. Do I hear 2, 3, 4 ... ? deserve better! P-DGTK 
Your Blau-Facing partner 
"TINY BUBBLES '' ELSWORTH ... HPM ... Don't giv.e 
ALLEN-Happy belated birthday! it up cause Mam~ says you can t 
hurry love. Isn 't that what you I hope Minnesota gives you !1 great always say?! Remember, keep a 
birthday present! . PMA! . Ozone 
-Your "Snoopy" partner t 
JILL y ... you are a star! The nex 
HEY BAGEL-Bet you thought Katherine Hepburn! But the black 
you wefe safe from my personals? , w I e 
G nail polish has got to go ... e ov
111 uessagain!!! even if you are hum1hated .. . 
DANA-Turn off your watch. }~~m Who Else but...215! 
Jim Matchefts ALISON-How does Madame 
DANA-Who is Jim Matchefts, Glattly sound? You certainly have 
a!!)'Way? -a beef eater the profile for it. . 
ANNE, HARTS, MARIA, Craig, Your Blender Buddies. 
Mike and Neil-A McVitie for your Ellen and Sharon 
thoughts ... eight month~ ago we PUD-IN-THE-BOX-The name 
Were on our 23-day break. is Roscoe. A. Editor 
Remember cheap wine, canned MR. FORTUNE-Come on, level 
apricots and gophers... Signed, 
WI.th us, what is it really? , 
· A fellow ferrygoer h 
(who never shoe, the7noon) ATTENTION-To all tho~e w 0 
TRIMBLE-I too a:m not a bit have been honored _with a~ mvita-
tamed, I too am untranslatable, I tion to the short wing tomght: see 
sound my· barbaric yawp over the you at 9:30! . 
r~softheworld. . -Myself JEFF, No. 56-for the rom_antic 
MR. . RAVI RAJ -Doritos, Leo in you .. . Roses are red, Vwlets 
spaghetti, peanut M &. M's and are blue, Midnight was meamngles 
W Untl'l we met you!!! Good Luck on You. hat do they have in com· · ?I 






W ARCH-Stop showing-up our 
convocation speakers! 
HEY MIKEY! Who are aU these 
strangers- in our room? Get rid ?f 
them, Quick! -the kid 
REWARD!!! LOST: A Kappa 
Kappa Gamma pin , 1 inch gold key 
with pearls. Lost Monday night 
11-16·81 between Downer and Sage 
(I think) . Sentimental value!!! 
Please contact Janine Tea X6882, 
Sage Rm. 417 . Thank you . 
TO STRAWBERRY and 
Mom-Doesn 't everything good 
come in three 's? -Punky 
FREDDIE-Here's your per· 
sonal! This one's for you! 
-Sue 
D.B. we think we can; we think 
we can ... v,,e KNOW we can! A few 
more days and we 're turkey 
weekend bound. Bring on t he 
T.C. 's !!! -d.b. 
D.B. 's bro. PLEEZE come over 
to my house. If not this weekend, 
then sometime again. Don 't work 
too hard and we 'll bring . ya back 
some punkin' pie. love ya ... Sis' d.b. 
Attention all personnel: As of next 
Tuesday, November the 24th, 1981 , 
Carol Johnson wiJ1 be 21 years of age. 
Therefore, she should henceforth be 
treated with all . due respec~ _and 
sympathy. Any lewd and lasc1v10us 
persons who attempt to comemorate 
Carol's passage into Univers~lly 
Recognized Adultho~ by plymg 
her with excessive amounts of 
alcohol had better watch it. . . 
-Student in Exile. 
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See Kate run 
Leventhal goes national 
by Miles Toogo ·\ ' J 
Kate Leventhal became the 
first woman in ·Lawrence 
history to qualify for a national 1 
meet by placing 4th at the 
NCAA Division III Midwest 
Regibnal last Saturday. Kate 
covered the 5000 meter (3.1 
miles) course in 18:32 in com-
petition with girls from 
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa, Il-
linois, and Wisconsin small 
schools. 
Kate advances to the Na-
tional Championships to be 
held th.is Saturday at Carthage 
College in Kenosha .. She has a 
very good chance to achieve 
another first this week by plac-
ing in the top 25 runners and 
thus becoming the first woman 
All-American in Lawrence 
history. 
The normally quiet junior 
from St. Louis downplayed her 
accomplishment, but several 
spectators were very impress-
ed. "She seemed to get stronger 
as the race went on. She just ex· 
ploded the last half mile, " said 
one onlooker. Coach Davis was 
ecstatic about her chances in 
the national meet saying, "She 
is the best woman runner I've 
ever coached. She is even better 
than most guys I coach.'.' 
Equally impressive were tbe 
performances of freshmen 
Karin Jensen and Margaret 
Szweda. Kerin finished 16th 
and Margaret 31st to end their 
seasons in fine fashion. Karin 
attributed her fast time to her 
desire to be back in Appleton 
See~Kate sit. Pho ru: Trimble 
by 8 o ' clock for some unknown 
reason. 
The men's race was anti-
climactic as far as the fortunes 
of the Viking harriers were con-
cerned. Kent Allen was the lone 
LU competitor in this regional, 
traditionally the toughest in 
the nation. After surviving a 
tight start with plenty of jostl-
ing and shoving, Kent managed 
to post a time of 26:33 for the 
8000 meter (4.97 miles) race. 
Admittedly "psyched up " by 
the accomplishments of the 
women, Kent finished 105th in 
the 200.runner field . An indica-
tion of the quality of the field 
was the 'fact that Carleton, the 
defending national champion, 
could do no better than 5th and 
barely qualified to defend their 
title. 
Women 's cross country has 
come a long way in three years 
and now Kate has a chance to 
put the finisl_i.ing touches on the 
season with a good performance 
on Saturday. 
Player of t~e Week 
Al: Pretty nippy, eh Bert? 
Bert: Ya, she 's a cold one. . 
Al: Thansgivin ' comin ', eh Bert? 
Bert: Yup, comin ' right along. . . , 
Al: Christ, you should see the turkey m the ,ce box. That sucker s 
gotta go a good 18 pound. 
Bert: Cripers! Cook that sucker up! . 
Al: Damn kids spend all this money to come here and don t even get 
fed Thanksgivin ' dinner, eh Bert? 
Bert: Nuts, Al. · . 
Al: Wonder what made Fortune change his mind this year. 
Bert: Got me hangin', Al. 
Al: Funny thing, Bert. 
Bert: Is that right, Al? . 
Al: How ya ' figure Fortune is Makin ' us dehver,all these buckets 
to Downer these days? 
Bert: Got me hangin ', Al. · . 
Al: She ain't much to look at, but I guess they can spice 'er up, 
eh Bert? 
Bert: Christ, it 'II eat. 
QUOTE OF 
THE WEEK 
1 believe now that 11 a man hves unlll he is 40 
years old . he should have mlcrcourse even 
unlawtully. 0, his health will be 1mpa1red 







308 N. Appleton St. 
(2 blocks north of Prange's) 
* White or color stock * Fast Service 
* Typing Service Available 
The Copy Shop 
PHONE 733·6627 . 
.COUEtlE AVE. APPLETON, WI 54911 
QUALITY, QUICK PRINTING 
508 West Wisconsin Ave., Appleton 
contraceptive services, Pregn"ancy !~sting, VD testing and treat-
ment. Infertility counseling and stenhzat1on .• 
All .services provided confidentially 
. Sliding fee scale 
Medical Assistance Accepted 
for more Information and appointments 
, Call731•8304 
734.9997 
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Sports 
The Skinner Box 
Tomorrow ·afternoon Lawrence Universit! ~ P!ay host to 
one of the most important athletic events m its history, t?~ 
NCAA Division III ,first round playoff game ~etween the Vik· 
ings and the University of Minnesota-Mor~1s <?~>Ugars. '!'he 
Vikes come into the contest ranked number five m the nat10n, 
while the Cougars are ranked eighth in the latest poll. Don't let 
the rankings fool you, however; Minpesota-Morris, although 
7 -2-1 · on the season, is a tough, experienced baJlclu~. . 
Minnesota-Morris is a branch of the Umvers1ty of Mm· 
nesota · system, a small liberal arts college of a~out 16_90 
students. Regardless of what second year coach J?ick $~_1th 
says about this being a rebuilding year, t_he Cougar. s only two 
losses have been to Division II schools with a c_ombmed recor_d 
of 18-1-L This is the fifth year in a row that-Mmnesota-Morns 
has been to the NCAA playoffs, and its !'ecord in that time is 
43-6-2, a .863 winning percentage. The Cougars _Pl_ay mos~ly ~ 
Division II schools during the regular season, and brushed third 
in a predoininately Division II conference. The! ha"'.e a well-
balanced offense, averaging 180.5 yards rushing and 156.6 
yards passing per game. Their at~ck is le~ by q~arterback 
John Holm, a versatile athlete who 1s also their leadmg rusher, 
gaining 550 yards on the season. His favorite receiyer is Robert 
Hull, who caught 48 passes for 863 yards, an l~.O average,per 
catch. The Cougars' defense is also tough, allowmg an average 
of only 102 yards per game rushin~ on the season. _'r'1er haye 
held their opponen~s to 9.6 points per game, a figure com·. 
parable to the LU Vikings' figure .of 9.3. , " · 
The game figure·s to be a tough one for both teams, as they 
match up very weU statistically. It will be a battle of size and 
experience . (Minnesota-Morris) versus quickness . and. en· 
thusiasm (Lawrence). The two teams are so even that neither 
can really be called the favorite.and if enough LU fans go out to 
the game, it could very well be the,home-field advantage which 
provides the Vikes with the :winning edge. 
The Midwest Conference All-Conferenceteam was anhounc· 
ed this week, and eight Vikings madeJhe first team. Named to 
the offense were tackle Ken Urbanski; tight end Pat ~hwanke; 
running back Scott Reppert and kicker Kraig Kreuger. Qn 
defense were defensive end Kurt Parker and Chris Mathews; 
- line backer Bill $preeman and safety Graham Sather lie. Named . 
to the second team were defensive tackle Ron Reising, defensive 
back Dave Blowers, and offensive tackle Gary Van Berkel. .r 
Those Vikes who received honorable mention were tight end -
Jeff Ropella; nose tackle Sam Levin; center Greg Baird; and 
punter Kraig Kreuger. Lawrence doininated the All-Conference 
list, as is deserv!flg of a team which possesses tI!e longest-winn;' 
ing streak in all of college football (1 7. consecutive ,victories). 
In addition, Scott Reppert has for the s;conp ·straight year 
captured the national Division III ruslifug title, averaging 
156.7 yards per game to Wagner College's Alonzo Patterson's 
second-place total of 148.7. Reppert thus ·beco.mes the first Divi-
sion III rusher ever to win back-to-back titles. If he can repeat 
as champion next year, he will become the only college rusher 
ever to win three national titles. Vikes quarterback Dean Walsh 
also deserves special mention. Although not noininated for All-
Conference honors, Dean has led the Vikings on to an 18-1 
record over the past two years. Smee the quarterback gets most 
of the blame when the team loses, it seems only fair that he 
receive the credit due him when his team is victorious. Dean is a 
· winner in every sense of the word, and although he does not 
possess the statistics of a Kevin King, the Vikings' record . 
under his command eloquently describes his successful career. ' 









Kick-Off: 12 Noon Saturday (at 
Banta Bowl) 
Tickets: Available at LU Box of-
fice, area merchants, and at gate. 
Radio: WLFM 91.5 FM 
Appleton Line: Cougars by 10 
Skinner's Pick: Vikes by 3 , 
Key Injuries: Lawrence: Neil 
Hersh, linebacker , knee (out for 
season); Ken Urbanski, offensive 
tackle, knee (out for season) 
Minnesota-Morris: Mike Brink-
man, defensive tackle, (out 
for the season). . 
What to Watch: Minnesota-Mor-
ris QB Holm against Vikings' 
va~nted defensive line; Cougar 
Wide receiver Bobby Hull (No. 
44) vs. Lawrence defensive se-
"'- condary; LU's potent offense 
(35.3 pts./game) vs. Cougar's 
stingy (9.3 pts./game) defense; 
Tailback Scott Reppert and 
Vikes' offensive line vs. Minn.-
Morris' defensive line. 
Notes of Special Interest: LU 
will ~ry to extend its 17 game 
wmnmg s_treak, the nation's long-
est, against a tough Cougar 
squad; LU passing attack could 
decide the game, and must be 
clicking for Vi~es ,to win; Viking 
defensive line will have to put 
pressure on Cougar QB Holm-
if H~lm_ can be stopped, Minn.-
Morris 1s beatable; LU needs to 
get ahead early; fan support 
could influence- outcome-be 
there. , ., 
